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the Heinisch shears by the purchase of the name "H. C. Heinisch,"
which, as a "trade-mark for all uses and purposes, except its use upon
said patented shears, shall be the property of and belong to the parties
of the first part forever." This is not the case of a sale of a good will
in connection with a plant or a growing business. H. C. Heinisch had
sold all his "right, title, and interest" in the Heinisch business in 1871;
and defendants in 1888 had admitted that plaintiff's assignors were
"sole proprietors of the Heinisch trade-mark." Nor is this a case
where the party allowing the use of his name on certain goods has asso-
ciated himself in business with the manufacturers thereof. It does
not appear that H. C. Heinisch ever invested any money in said busi-
ness, or undertook any supervision over, or exercised any skill in, the
manufacture of said goods. It thus appears that, while neither of the
ostensible objects of said contract has been carried out, the Heinisch
name, attempted to be sold thereunder, so used as to deceive
the public. In these circumstances, it must be presumed that the de-
fendants contemplated the natural consequences of their acts, irrespec-
tive of those carefully worded provisions of said contract which appar-
ently were never intended to have any effect. The complainant is
therefore entitled to an accounting, and to an injunction restraining
the use of the name "Heinisch," or "H. C. Heinisch," on defendants'
shears (other than said patented shears), labels, postal cards, and other-
wise, in any way which will interfere with complainant's enjoyment of
the benefit of its trade-name. The form of the decree will be deter-
mined after submission of proposed forms by counsel.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO. v. CAPITAL TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH
CO. et at

(CircUit Court, N. D. California. March 29, 1898.)

No. 12,129.

I. PATENT-PRIOR INVENTION-MuLTIPLE SWITCHBOARD.
The Firman patent, No. 252,576, for a "multiple switchboard for telephone

exchanges," granted January 17, 1882, was not anticipated by the British
patent, No. 4,903, issued to Scribner May 14, 1880; the evidence showing that
Firman reduced his invention to practice before the first step was taken to
secure the Scribner patent.

B. SAME-NOVELTY.
Claim 1 of the Firman patent, No. 252,576, for "the combination of two

or more switchboards at the central office exchange system, to each of which
the same telepbone lines are connected. wbereby any two of these lines may
be connected together upon either of the multiple switchboards," is not void
for want of novelty because of the prior state of the art, as shown in the
British patent, N"o. 13,487, for a telegraphic dial switchboard, and the strap
switchboard, or the switchboard in use in New Haven and Meriden, Conn.,
In 1878.

B. SAME.
Claim 2 of the Firman patent, No. 252,576, for "the combination of two

or more multiple boards, to which the lines of the terminal stations are con-
nected, and means are described whereby the switchman may readily ascer·
taln what lines are in use," Is void for want of novelty.
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4. 'B:A:llf:lli4NFR1N(l:l!:lrEN<r.' " '", "
,8wltcbbpar(} in claim 1 Ji'eI1ID-:;llatent, No,

815,33ll" is s,ubsJ;ttntially the S/l,Dle Ill! the invention des,cribed in claim 1 ot
FIrman Patent, No: 252,57p;llndl its use, 9:lthough IIi combination with

the automatically operated visual inatcat<lr, is'an irifringement<lf that patent.
S. BAM1!l":"INlUNC'1'ION. '

Aftell, a,trlll.1 upon the merUs in a case which puts .in Issue tbe validity of a
the complainant is entitled to a

issues were,decl,d.ed In his favor, and to an injunction
agalnst'lnfftngement, though discontinued their lIitrlngement after
the sUit was comroenced;'; , ,: ' .

6. DEPOSIT-IONS---TIME'OF TAKING. '
, De:upsitlc:ms not taken withIn thetjrpe prescribed by equIty rule 69 cannot
be read In llvidep,ce, when timel;v; 9bJecti0n Is made.
Barton &:Brown, George L'Roberts, and E. S.Pillsbury, for com·

plaiilant. ! ' , ::1 '

John N. Miller, L.T. Bulkley; for
, : 'i)!. . ",' .

DE, 'HAVEN, District Judge. Upontbe calling of this case for
final ,hearing, the complainant 'moved'itoexclude' from the record the
depositIon of Charles H; Aldrich, and certain documents printed in
the defendants' record, and specific-aU!1referred to in the:motion. The
grounds of the motion, as stated, 'are:!:' ' , . ' '
uTl1ai 'sidd .depositIon was 'improperW'Ii\1a.! Irregularly taken and tiled, and is

wholly'lrrelevllnt'llnd immaterial; and'tllat said documents were"not proven, or
are and Immaterial,"

The depositionwasIiot taken witbin the time prescribed or per-
mitted by rule 69 (equity rules), and the complainant made this objeo-
tion at the time of the takingof.-the deposition. The motion to ex-
clude this deposition must therefore be granted, as the rule referred
W thetime p).'escrlbed shall
not' be read' at toe titne of 'the', " Wooster v. 'Clark, 9 Fed.
854. Upon the other branch of'the IDotion, nothing further need be
said, than that SOme of the documents referred to are incompetent as
evidence, not having been properl! prpven, and others are not rele-
vant to the issues made by the pleadings, and one of them, the pur-
ported agreement between the rAmeciewl3ell Telephone ,Company and
theWestei'n Company, does to have been formally
offered nor accOIDpanled',by proofof its authenticity. The
motion will will be, allowed anexcep-
tion to this ruling. .
Having disposed of this preliminary question, I prqceed to the con-

sideration of the case OD'ithe fill!'ritS.'
This is asn,it'in equity infringem'E!Dt of patent No.

252,576, granted on January the Western Electric Manu·
facturing.QQIP-panylas the of Leroy B.Firman, who is al-
leged, in the ,bill of complaint tahave been the original and first in-
ventorof the invention described'in said letters patent, and entitled
"Multiple Switchboard for Telephone Exchanges." The complainant
,asks forlpl)n,junctio.n and aIJ.. acco]lnting. The. de-fendants, in their
answer, deny that' Firman was tIlE) original or first iriventor of th!
multiple ISwitcbbolud, and, among other matters, allege that:
"On November 29, A.D, 1879, there was filed in the patent office of the United

Kingdom of Great Britaln and Ireland a provisional specification, and' on tJ;oe 28th
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day of 18.80, a cOlPplete specification, under patent No. 4,003, of the year
. 1879, granted. to Charles E. Scribner, and sealed on May 14, 1880, fully disclosing
and describing a systeIDof multiple switchboards, in which the same telephone
lines are connected to the first of the multiple switchboards, and thence to
respectively corresponding blocks in the second, and so on through the series, so
that any two of the lines can be connected together on either of the multiple
switchboards as specified in the first and principal claim of the complainant's
patent; thus anticipating and carrying into effect the useful functions which
constitute the alleged grounds and meritorious feature upon which the complain·
ant's patent was granted."

In respect to the alleged infringement the· defendants aver:
"That they have never at any time made or sold any multiple switchboards of

any kind, character, or description whatsoever; but the defendant corporation,
the Capital Telephone & Telegraph Company, has used in its business of con-
ducting a telephone exchange a multiple switchboard manufactured under, and
distinctly claimed and patented and fully protected by, various and sundry let-
ters patent of the United States granted to Thomas J. Perrin on the 7th day of
April, 1885, and at other dates, and not in accordance with the description or
claims of the complainant's patent, and that such multiple switchboard used by
the defendant corporation follows the principles disclosed and described in the
expired United States letters patent of Charles E. Scribner, and in said expired
English patent of Charles E. Scribner, more nearly and closely than those defined
and claimed in the complainant's patent." .

The. questions arising in the case have been carefully and elabo-
rately presented in the evidence submitted, and also in the arguments
of counsel.
1. The claim of the defendants that the alleged invention of Firman

described in the patent issued to complainant was anticipated by the
British patent, No. 4,903, issued to Charles E. Scribner, may be dis-
posed of in a few words. Wtiile the latter patent antedates that of
the patent in suit, still the evidence shows that Firman had reduced
his alleged invention of the multiple switchboard to practice early in
the year 1879, not later than March of that year, several months prior
to the date of the Scribner patent, and also before the first step taken
to secure that patent. This patent therefore cannot be held to antici-
pate the alleged invention of Firman.
2. It is, however, insisted by the defendants that, in view of the

prior state of the art, there is a want of novelty in the alleged inven-
tion described in the patent in suit; that it exhibits nothing more
than mechanical skill, and is mere duplication of old devices; and
that claim 2 of the patent is void because it is an aggregation of old
devices, and not a legitimate combination. In order to clearly under·
stand the force of these objections to its validity, it will be necessary
to state with more particularity the nature of the alleged invention
described in complainaIlt:s patent. The claims of the patent are:
"(1) .The combination of two or more switchboards at the central office of a

telephone exchange system, to each of which the same telephone lines are con·
nected, whereby any two of. these lines may be connected together upon either
of the multiple switchboards. (2) The combinatIon of two or more multiple
boards, to which the lines of the terminal stations are connected, and means, as
described, whereby the switchman may readily ascertain what lines are in use:'

The device covered by complainant's patent is shown by the drawing
filed with the specifications of the patent, and of which the following
figure is a copy: .
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In the specifications filed by Firman, he sets forth the prior state
of the art in this language:
"Prior to my Invention the individual lines were grouped upon a single switch·

board at the central office, or grouped upon two or more boards. In the latter
case, .trunl!:, Jines were used. when it was necessary to connect a line of one board
with a liJ;leof another board. A large exchange was thus divided up into a
nUmber ot'exchanges, which could be worked together, when occasion required,
as one, b;r means of trunk lines between the boards. When the number of sub-
scribers increased so that a single switchman could not do the amount of switch·
ing rfquired, I gave the switchman an I soon found, however, that
a single switchboard would not accommodate the number of attendants neces-
sary to do switching for an exchange 'of four or five hundred subscribers."
The specifications then proceed:
"I find', by the use of my new system .of. multiple SWitchboards, as hereinafter

described, an exchange of a thousand Or more subscribers may. be successfully
handled. My Invention consists in two or moreswitchb,oards, instead
of one, and so connecting' the several lines therewith that any
two lines can be connected on either of-the boards, and also apparatus Whereby
attendants at a given board may, without delay, see what lines are connected
at other boards than their own."
ThEm, after a reference to the multiple boards, and tlte manner" in

which the several telephone lines entering the exchange are connected
with each of such boards, the specifi,ca'tions describe the apparatus, Con·
sisting of an indicator or dummy board, and its mode of operation,
by meana of which the attendants at the several switchboards can be
made to'seewhat lines are connected at otherboards than their own.
This is the description:
"The indicator or dummy board, B, is placed in 'sight of all the attendant

switchmen. .I prefer to arrange ,the multiple. boards In 11ne,. and place the an·
nunciator or dummy board centrally in front of them, so that an attendant, by
looking back, can see the numhersupon, the annunciator or dummy, There must
be a number, or other target, corresponding to 'each subscriber's terminal plate
or switch. ":. • • Suppose lines a and care connected at mUltiple board, A.
and lines band d at multiple board, A', as shown by cords and plugs. The
switchmen at the boards, Immediately on making these connections. notify the
attendant at the dummy, who thereupon hangs up the shields or targets, m,
over the 1 and 3. and 2 and 4; an4, in the same manner, when any line
Is connected upon either of the multiple boards the figure which indicates its num·
ber is covered, and a switchman, by glancing at the dummy, sees what lines are
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connected. * * • The dummy board or indicator should be large enough to
accommodate targets or figures which may be readily distinguished by all of the
switchmen. Figures may be marked upon the shields or targets, and thus the
lines in use may be determined by observing the numbers indicated by the
figures upon the targ'ets."
The question of the validity of claim 1 of the patent in suit will be

first discussed. As before stated, the defendants insist that this
claim is without novelty; and, for the purpose of sustaining their con-
tention, they offered evidence in relation to certain switchboards de-
signed for, and used in, the operation of the electric telegraph prior
to the alleged invention of Firman. The telegraphic switchboards
thus claimed to embrace the elements found in claim 1 of the com-
plainant's patent are what is known as the "Dial Switchboard," de-
scribed in the British patent, No. 13,487, granted to M. A.
Dumont, February 7, 1851, and the "Strap Switchboard." It would
serve no useful purpose to enter into a discussion of the evidence in
relation to the structure or the manner of operating these telegraphic
switchboards when it was desired that telegraph lines terminating at
such boards should be connected. The essential differences between
each of these boards and the multiple boards referred to in claim 1 are
pointed out in the testimony of the expert witnesses for the com-
plainant, and need not be repeated here. It is sufficient to say that I
have given the evidence on this point careful consideration, and my
conclusion is that neither of these switchboards can be said to be an-
ticipatory of the multiple switchboard referred to in claim 1 of the
patent in suit. So, also, in regard to the telephone switchboard used
in New Haven and Meriden, Conn., in the year 1878, and which is also
claimed by the defendants to embody the subject-matter of claim 1 of
complainant's patent. That appears to have been a single switch-
board, intended only for the accommodation of a small number of
lines, and did not, in my opinion, in its construction or operation, in·
volve the principle or conception of "the combination of two or more
switchboards at the central office of a telephone exchange system, to
each of which the same telephone lines are connected, whereby any
two of these lines may be connected together upon either of the mul-
tiple switchboards," which is the invention set forth in claim 1 of the
complainant's patent.
The patent itself, in referring to what is known as the "trunking

system," sets forth the prior state of the art, which most nearly ap-
proaches the multiple system mentioned in claim 1; and the validity of
this claim, when viewed in connection with the prior state of the art
thus disclosed, will now be considered. The trunking system consists
of two or more independent switchboards, each being the terminal of
lines of a separate group of subscribers; the boards being provided
with trunk lines, by means of which the attendants can connect the
lines terminating at different boards. The manner in which this con-
nection is made is thus described in one of the briefs filed for the de-
fendants:
"When a subscriber in one group called for another subscriber in the same

group, the switching was done by the old method used on the single switchboard.
If, however, the subscriber called for did not happen to be in the group of the
caller, but in another group on a separate board, then the connection was made
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by connecting the calling wire with one end of the trnnk line, and the called
for wire with the other end, thus establishing electric connection between the two
subscribers' wires by means of the Intervening trunk line connecting the two
boards."
Under this system, each switchboard is provided with an operator,

and only those lines terminating upon a given board can be connected
together directly by the operator at that board. To connect two lines
terminating at different boards, the services of the operators at both
boards, or their attendants, are required; and, of course, more or less
time would be consumed in making such connection. In the multiple
system, however, each switchboard is fully equipped with appliances
with which to operate it; and each board contains terminals for all
of the lines entering the exchange, so that any operator is enabled to
make immediate connection between any two lines of the system, at
anyone of the switchboards, by the insertion of the two plugs into the
two switches connecting the lines which are desired to be put in tele-
phonic communication. The evidence shows that switchboards operat-
ed in connection with trunk lines are adapted to give good service only
to a limited number of subscribers entering a given exchange, and that
the great advantage or utility of the multiple switchboard is found in
exchanges where a large number of telephone lines are brought into
a single central station. It is urged that the arrangement and elec-
trical connection between two or more switchboards which constitute
the multiple system of switchboards covered by claim 1 of the patent
exhibit nothing more than mechanical skill,-a simple duplication of
old devices, with no novelty. In support of this contention it is said,
in substance, that by the trunking system the lines of subscribers ter-
minating on independent boards could be connected, at the will of the
operators, by means of the trunk line; that such was the result sought
by the multiple system, and, to accomplish it, all that was done by
Firman was to dispense with the trunk-line wire, and add a branch
wire from each line entering the exchange to each of the multiple
boards; and that the use of branch wires for the purpose of making
electrical connections was not new, but, on the contrary, was well
known to mechanics skilled in the construction and use of electrical
appliances. The question of novelty or invention is one of fact, and
the line which separates what is termed "judgment" or "mechanical
skill" from that which may be regarded as an act of invention is some·
times not easy to discern ina given case. The solution of the ques·
tion is not to be sought by considering separately the different ele-
ments entering into its structure, but the alleged invention is to be
viewed as a whole, and with reference to what may be accomplished
by its use. In the language of Judge Cox in the case of Coupler Co.
Pratt, 70. Fed. 624:
"Invention should be determined more by an ascertainment of what the in-
ventor has· actually accomplished, than by a technical analysis of the means by
which the result Is
And substantially this same principle was declared by the su-

preme court of the United States in Loom Co. v. Higgins, 105 U. S.
591, in which case the court, speaking through Mr. Justice Bradley,
said:
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"It maybe laid,down as a general rule, though perhaps not an invarIable one;

that if a new combination and arrangement of known elements produce a new
and beneficial result, never attained before, it is evidence of
Measured by this rule, it would seem that the multiple system of

switchboards described in claim 1 of the patent may be properly
regarded as an invention. It is clear from the evidence that the
result accomplished by its use, in the accommodation of a large
number of lines entering one exchange, could not be attained under
the trunking system, with the same number of operators and with
the same number of switchboards. While the structural difference
between the two may not be great, still there is a difference, and
it is this difference which gives to the multiple system its increased
utility and advantage over the other in the service of a large ex-
change. Nor does this invention consist simply in the duplication
of the switchboards. The illustrations put by counsel of the use
of two engines where one is unable to pull a train of cars, or the
addition of a second instrument when one telegraphic instrument
cannot receive all of the messages passing over the line, are n'ot ap-
plicable. It is true that one section of the multiple board may
be considered as the counterpart or duplicate of each of the other
sections, but the organization of several sections or boards into a
unitary system, acting in combination with each of a large number
of telephone lines, and whereby any two lines entering the ex-
change may be connected on either of said boards, is something en-
tirely different from the addition or duplication of independent
switchboards for the purpose of accommodating additional andsE'p-
arate groups of SUbscribers. The invention appears now to be a
very simple one indeed, but patents for inventions have been
tained in many cases where the novelty of the invention is not
more apparent than in that under consid,eration here. Thus, in the
case of Mast, Foos & Co. v. Dempster Mill Mfg. Co., 27 C. C. A. 191,
82 Fed. 333, it was held that the substitution of an internal toothed
spur wheel for external toothed spur gear in the machinery of wind·
mills, by combining the same with the pinion, pitman, and pump,
constituted a patentable invention; and the court, in answer to
objections somewhat similar to those urged by the defendants in
this case, proceeded to say:
"Finally, the counsel far the appellee argue that there Is no patentable novelty

In the combination described In this claim, because Internal toothed spur wheels
were old and well known, and that the substitution of them for external toothed
spur gear in the machinery of the windmills was nothing but a double use. This
argument Is always plausible and persuasive where old elements have been com-
bined to produce a new or better result. Each element, taken by itself, has its
old effect, and it is always difficult to understand how it was that the practiced
eyes of skilled mechanics did not at once see and apply the necessary remedy
to the troublesome evil which the invention removes."
In Potts v. Creager, 155 U. S. 597, 15 Sup. Ct. 194, the supreme

court, after referring to the fact that it is frequently a difficult and
delicate task to determine whether or not the application of an old
device to the production of a new or better result rises to the dignity
of an invention, said:
"And this is not the less true if, after the thing has been done, it appears to

the ordinary mind so simple as to excite wonder that it was not thought of
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before. The apparent simplicity of the new device often leads an inexperl-
encedperson to think that It wouid have occurred to anyone famlllar with the
subject;· but the decisive answer is'that, with dozens and perhaps hundreds of
others laboring in the same field, it ba4 never occurred to anyone before."
So, also, in the Barbed Wire Patent Case, 143 U. S. 275, 12 Sup. Ct.

443, 450, the supreme court of the United States held that it was an
a.ct of invention in Glidden to substitute a coiled wire barb for the
diamond-shaped ba.rb before patented by Kelley. The court in that
case said:
"The diJrerence between the Kelly fence and the Glidden fence is not a radical
one, but, sllght as It may seem to be, It was apparently this which made the
barbed-wire fence a practical commercial success. • • • Under such cir-
cumstances, courts have not been reluctant to sustain a patent to the man who
has taken the final step which has turned a failure into a success. In the law
of patents, It is the last step that wins. It may be strange that, considering
the important results obtained by Kelley in his patent, it did not occur to him
to substitute a coiled wire in place of the diamond-shape prong, but evidently It
did not; and to the man whom it ,did ought not to be denied the quallty of in-
ventor. There are many instances in the reported decisions of this court where
a monopoly has been sustained In favorot the last of a series of lnventors, all
of whom were grouping to attain a certain result, which only the last one of
the number seemed able to grasp."
It is not deemed necessary to cite other cases, as it is thought

the foregoing sufficiently illustrate the rule by which courts are
governed in passing upon the question of novelty or invention. As
already indicated, my conclusion is that claim 1 of the patent in
suit is valid.
3. Is claim 2 of complainant's patent valid? The defendants in-

sist that it is not; the grounds of their contention being that it is
not a true combination, but a simple aggregation of old elements.
The language of this claim is as follows:
"The combination of two or more multiple boards, to which the· lines of the

terminal stations· are connected, and means, as described, whereby the switch-
man may readlly ascertain what lines are in use."
This claim is for a combinationconsisting of multiple boards, and

certain "means'; whereby the switchmen at these boards may
readily ascertain what lines a telephone exchange are in
use. The "means" here rererred to as one part of the combination
claimed is a dummy board, so placed that it can be seen by the oper-
ators at the multiple boards. It has upon its face numbers corre-
sponding to those of the terminal plates or switches upon the mul-
tiple boards. There is placed over each one of these numbers on
the dummy board a hook, upon which a target or shield may be
hung. Thus hanging a target or shield over a number on the
dummy board indicates that the into the terminal plate
having the same number on the switchboard is in use. There is
no mechanical or electrical connection between the dummy board
a.nd the multiple switchboard. Each is under independent control,
and the targets upon the dummy board are placed upon or taken
off from the hooks by the attendant at that board, as directed by
the operators at the multiple switchboard; that is to say, when
the attendant at the dummy board is informed by an operator at the
switchboard that certain numbered lines terminating at the switch-
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board are engaged, the attendant notes the fact on the dummy board
by hanging the targets or shields over the numbers on the dummy
board corresponding to the numbers of the terminal plates of the
lines in use. We have in this only the act of one person registering
upon an independent board what he has learned in relation to the
present condition of certain lines entering the exchange, and ter-
minating upon the multiple board. There is certainly in this no
joint action of the dummy board and the multiple switchboard,-
no co-operation between them for the purpose of producing any
common result. The dummy board is indeed so manually oper-
ated by its attendant as to indicate what lines are connected upon
the multiple switchboard, but that what is thus shown on the
dummy board by the position of its targets or shields is not ac·
complished by reason of any co-operative action of the multiple
board with the dunimy board is obvious. In my opinion, this claim
does not disclose a patentable combination. It was said by Mr.
Justice Woods in delivering the opinion of the court in Stephenson
v. Railroad Co., 114 U. S. 149, 5 Sup. Ct. 777, that:
"A combination is patentable only when the several elements of which it is

composed produce. by their joint action. a new and useful result, or an old result
In a cheaper or otherwise more advantageous way."
It is perhaps not necessary, in order to constitute a true com·

bination, that each of its elements should co-act upon another, or
that the action of the different parts of the combination should be
simultaneous. The rule upon this snbject is well expressed in the
following language by Hawley, J., in Standard Oil Co. v. Sonthern
Pac. R. Co., 48 Fed. 109:
"What is the distinction between mere aggregation and a patentable combina-

tion? A combination of well-known, separate elements, each of which, when
combined, operate separately, and in its old way, and in which no new result
is produced which cannot be assigned to the Independent action of one or the
other of the separate elements, is an aggregation of parts, merely, and Is not
patentable. * * * The parts need not act simultaneously, if they act unitedly
to produce a common result. It is sufficient if all the devices co-operate with
respect to the work to be done, and in furtherance thereof, although each device
may perform Its own partiCUlar function only."
It is undoubtedly true that the utility of the multiple switchboard,

as described in claim 1 of the patent in suit, is greatly increased
by reason of the fact that it is possible for operators to be informed
when certain lines are connected, so that the otherwise frequent
interconnection of a third with two lines already in use can be
avoided; but it by no means follows from this consideration that
the means for giving such information, referred to by Firman in
claim 2, constituted a patentable invention. There was certainly
nothing new or novel in the dummy board, with its hooks and tar-
gets; and such board was not placed by him in combination with
the multiple switchboard, so as to produce any new or novel result.
My conclusion is that this claim of the patent is invalid.
4. The defendants, in their answer, allege that the multiple

switchboards put in operation by the defendant, the Capital Tele-
phone & Telegraph Company, were patented, and are protected by

letters patent granted to Thomas J. Perrin on the 7th day
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of April, 1885. The Perri:b.'plttents referredtoi1t'e' respectively
nmubered315,331, 315,332, and315,333, and it that all the
inventions patented thereby' contain the principle which is thus de-
scribed in. the first claim of the Perrin patent numbered 315,332:
"(1) The combiIUl.t1on, In a multiple switchboard, of a series of main lines, the

terminal or connection where each of sald main IInes enters each switchboard,
and a visual indicator at each of said terminals or connections on each board;
the visual indicators of each line being automatically operated on all the boards
whenever any of said line' is plugged."
That such nlultiple switchbo.ard is substantially the same as the

invention described in the first claim of the patentin suit is clearly
shown by the evidence; and, such being the fact, its use, although
in combination with the automatically operated visual indicator
mentioned in the claim just quotell, would constitute an infringe-
ment of claim 1 of complainant's patent. It appears from the evi-
dence that these infringing multiple switchboards were first in-
stalled by the Oapital Telephone & Telegraph Oompany, one of the
defendants herein, in the month of July, 1895, and were thereafter
only used to a limited extent by that company in rendering tele-
phone service to its subscribers, and for which service it made no
charge, because only a small number of lines were in operation, and
itE! system had not been so far completed as to warrant a charge to sub-
scribers for the use.of the lines in operation, when, on October 17,
1895, the complainant gave notice to the defendant company that
such multiple switchboards were an infringement of complainant's
patent, and the defendant to discontinue their use. The
defendant company made no reply to this request, but, upon the
next da,y after reqeiving it, cowmenced to change from the use of
the multiple system of switchboards to. that of the trunking system;
completing the change on the 31st day of October, 1895, about one
week after the filing of complainant's bill of complaint. The de-
fendants conterid that, even thoiigh the court should be of opinion
that upon these facts there was ,an, infringement of complainant's
patent, the bill should be dismissed, because such infringement has
ceased, and future infringement is not threatened by them. This
contention .is .less plausible than, novel. In their pleadings and
proofs thedefendaJ;l.ts have. sought to justify their and have
also put in issue the validit;y..of. complainant's patent. The case
has been fully heard upon the ilS.sties thus presented, and as the
complainant has established the, validity of claim 1 of the patent in
suit, and tl;l.e of its infringement, it is entitled to an injunction
restJ'aining tij.e defendants .from, i;J;lfdnging claim 1 of its patent,by
the use of the Perrin mnltiple switchboards, or otherwise. In the
case of Potter v.Orowell, Fed, Cas. No. 11,323,3 Fish. Pat. Oas. 112,
it.;was held that the discont\nuauce of an infringem.ent after the
cOIDluencement of.a suit was not ,of itself sufficieut to defeat au
application fOr an injunctionpeudente lite. . The court in that case
said:
"Perhaps as safe a criterion of what Is to be apprehended ,from defendants as

can be obtained is to look at that which they have done, and in their answer
justify the right to do, rather tbiui 'to" look to the fact of their having discon-
tinued the alleged injUry, and their: 'de'claration of want of intention of renewing
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the same. The court Is not prepared to say that no occasion for the exercise
of Its restraining power is shown in this case, when it is apparent that there
was such occasion when the suit was commenced; that It has hut recently ceased;
that it may, if defendants feel disposed, be renewed at any time; and that thl?
complainants claim that they apprehend a continuance of the wrong. * * *
Nevertheless, upon principle, It seems to the court that the right to protection
which existed when this cause was commenced ought not to be defeated by any-
thing which has thus far been asserted on behalf of the defendants, particu-
larly as no injury can possibly result to defendants, while the allowance of the
motion will Insure protection to complainants."
What was said by the court in the quotation just made applies

still greater force when the question arises, as it does here,
after a trial has been had upon the merits, and upon pleadings
which put in issue the right of complainant to any relief. In such
a case a complainant is entitled to a decree showing what
have been determined in his favor, and one, also, which will prevent
any future invasion of his rights by a defendant. The complain-
ant is entitled to a decree in accordance with the foregoing opinion,
restraining the defendants from infringing upon claim 1 of the
patent in suit, by the use of the Perrin multiple switchboards,' or
otherwise, and for an accounting, unless the accounting shall be
waived by it. Let such a decree be entered.

EVANS et at v. SUESS GLASS CO. et al
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit. April 11, 1898.)

No. 397.
PATENTS-NoVELTY IN INVENTION-GLASS CHIPPING.

The Evans patent, No. 494,999, for alleged Improvements In processes of
chipping glass, consisting in covering the surface with a film of soap or other
coating, applying thereto a pattern of flexible material, then submitting the
glnss and pattern successiveiy to the sand blast and hot chipping compound,
and finally removing the pattern and chipping compound while the latter is
in a liquid condition, is void for want of novelty and invention, in view of
the prior state of the art. 28 'C. C. A. 24, 83 Fed. 706, aflirmed on rehear-
ing. Showalter, Circuit Judge, dissenting.

On petition for rehearing.
For prior report, see 28 C. C. A. 24, 83 Fed. 706.
Charles Turner Brown, for appellants.
L. L. Coburn and H. Gordon Strong, for appellees.
Before WOODS, JENKINS, and SHOWALTER, Circuit Judges.

WOODS, Circuit Judge. The petition for rehearing assumes that
the opinion of the court in this case was framed on the theory that,
if a particular step of the Evans process did not have the novelty
asserted for it in argument, the process, as a whole, must for that
reason be held to lack novelty. The familiar doctrine was not
overlooked, though not restated, that a process consisting of dif-
ferent steps, like a combination of different mechanical elements,
may .be new and patentable, though every step by itself be old.
But when a process has no novelty unless it can be found in a
particular step, and it proves to be wanting there, the entire pro-


